Seth Ward, Carol Ward and Xu Xin, at the Center for Jewish Studies in Nanjing University

A Uyghur dancer. In the foreground: Gulnisa Mahamat, graduating MA candidate from Xinjiang province. Gulnisa recently was awarded a scholarship to study for her Ph.D. in Istanbul. Congratulations!

Seth Ward Explaining Jewish practices and texts at the Shanghai Jewish Center.

Students learning about the historic Ohel Moshe synagogue, now the location of the War Refugees museum and a Holocaust exhibit in Shanghai.
Course participants at the Ohel Moshe. Dr. Ma Dandan is at the right.

Jewish-Muslim interaction: Seth Ward in discussion with Imam of Pudong Mosque in Shanghai.

Left to right: Dr. Xu Xin, Carol Kozak Ward, and Dr. Ma Dandan at the Mausoleum of Dr. Sun Yat-sen in Nanjing. Dr. Sun is honored by both Communists and Nationalists. Note the University of Wyoming shirt!
At the final dinner with a scroll bearing the Shanghai University motto. “Exert and strive hard without any let up.” On the other side of the scroll is an image of the university campus, done in the style of traditional Chinese cityscapes.